HOP OWNER/SIGNATURE PROCESS

Access is requested
on a State Road.

Are you the
fee owner of the
property?

NO

Do you
hold legal
interest in the property
that allows you to
request an
HOP?

YES

You may be the Applicant.

YES

Does the fee owner
agree to sign the
M-950 CFO form?

NO

Send the M-950 CFO form
and a letter indicating
the fee owner's rights
via certified mail.

YES
NO

You may apply or utilize
an Agent (M-950 AA Form)
to submit the application
on your behalf.

You are not eligible to
apply for an HOP.

Complete
Indemnification Form
M-950 IFO.

YES

Was the
M-950 CFO form
returned with a
signature?
NO

Create a new application
in PennDOT’s
ePermitting System.

NO

Will an Agent
submit the application
on your behalf?

YES

Assemble HOP
submission documents.

Complete and Record
the M-950 IC form in the
appropriate county.
Sign the Agent
Authorization Form
M-950 AA and provide
to your Agent.

Application is returned to
Applicant for revisions.
Submit documents
for review and submit
the appropriate fee.

Agent submits
the application.

NO

Is the application
acceptable?
Documents are reviewed
by PennDOT.
YES

Approved HOP is
issued to Applicant.

Resend the letter and
follow up with fee owners
to obtain appropriate
signatures.

The letter indicated must include the fee owner's
administrative rights relative to the permit application
under 1 PA Code §35.23, §35.24, and §35.27 through
§35.32. The letter should also request the fee owner
execute the M-950 CFO form.
The M-950 AA form is used when the applicant wants to
authorize an agent to submit the electronic application
on their behalf. The M-950 CFO form is used when the
applicant is not the fee owner, but has an interest in the
property, such as an agreement of sale, an easement, a
license or other property interest. Any agreement or
interest shall be attached to the M-950 CFO form.
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